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Benjamin Franklin was a Philadelphia printer, publisher, and writer in the 1730s, 1740s, 
and 1750s. He served as an unofficial ambassador from the colonies to England from 
1757 through 1775, and during those years he changed from being a staunch supporter of 
the empire to an advocate for colonial independence. In Colonial America, political ideas 
were expressed in serious commentary, as well as through jokes, parodies, and songs 
such as this one. 
 
READING FOCUS: 
What complaints against Britain are expressed in this song, and what course of political 
action does the author advocate? 
 
 
 
We have an old Mother that peevish is grown, 
She snubs us like Children that scarce walk alone; 
She forgets we’re grown up and have Sense of our own; 
 Which nobody can deny, deny. Which 

 nobody can deny.  
If we don’t obey Orders, whatever the Case;  
She frowns, and she chides, and she loses all Patience,  
and sometimes she hits us a Slap in the Face, 

Which nobody can deny, &c.  
 
Her Orders so odd are, we often suspect 
That Age has impaired her sound Intellect: 
But still an old Mother should have due Respect, 
 

     Which nobody can deny, &c. 
Let’s bear with her Humours as well as we can: 
But why should we bear the Abuse of her Man? 
When Servants make Mischief, they earn the Rattan, 
 

         Which nobody should deny, &c
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Know too, ye bad Neighbours, who aim to divide The 
Sons from the Mother, that still she’s our Pride;  
And if ye attack her we’re all of her side, 

     Which nobody can deny, &c. 
We’ll join in her Lawsuits, to baffle all those, 
Who, to get what she has, will be often her Foes: 
For we know it must all be our own, when she goes, 
 Which nobody can deny, deny. Which 

nobody can deny. 
 
 
Benjamin Franklin: Writings (New York: The Library of America, 1987), pp. 565–566. 
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